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ABSTRACT 

 

Technology plays a big role in everyone's everyday life in the twenty-first century and has altered 

many procedures that would otherwise be done manually or even be impossible without the assis-

tance of technology. Computers have played an important role in technological growth since they 

are the instruments that people use to improve their quality of life. Entertainment, work, and even 

education have all profited significantly from technological advancement. 

Education has undergone a profound transition as a result of the technology revolution. The use of 

computers to distribute learning-related content that leads to the development of new knowledge 

and skills is referred to as E-learning. Nowadays, E-learning is utilized practically everywhere 

since it is more efficient because it can be tailored to each student and can also be less expensive 

because it can reach thousands of people whereas a classroom can only hold a limited number of 

pupils. Asynchronous online courses, synchronous online classrooms, and other forms of E-learn-

ing exist. 

One of the results of technological advancement is the creation of several opportunities for both 

technology-related enterprises and IT professionals. In truth, many of the Fortune 500 companies 

are tech firms, while the bulk of the non-tech firms on the list use technology in a variety of ways. 

This, combined with the fact that younger generations are accustomed to engaging with technology 

on a daily basis, has resulted in a high demand for IT-related education. 

This thesis discusses the creation of an E-learning web platform called Eurytus. Eurytus is a plat-

form that aims to assist in fast and efficient programming learning. Professors can give their stu-

dents programming homework using Eurytus. These assignments may (a) include input and output 

tests to determine whether the algorithms perform as expected, (b) structure checking to determine 

whether the submitted code adheres to the professor's defined structure, and (c) design pattern 

checking to determine whether the submitted code complies with the professor's requested design 

patterns. Students can utilize the web app's IDE to complete the programming tasks, and the plat-

form will evaluate their submitted code automatically in accordance with the guidelines laid out 

by the instructor. The platform also offers the ability for individual users to create and publish 

programming challenges for everyone to join, that way community members can create and join 

exams created by others in order to check and improve their programming skills. 
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Cutting-edge technologies like react JS, express JS, and mongo DB were used to create the Eurytus 

platform. The platform was built using a microservices architecture for added reliability, and an 

event-based system was used to facilitate communication between each service. This along with 

the use of docker and Kubernetes for deployment makes the app more reliable and safer because 

all the services are independent of one another and can continue to function even if one of them 

fails. 
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ΠΕΡΙΛΗΨΗ 

 

Στον 21ο αιώνα η τεχνολογία παίζει τεράστιο ρόλο στην καθημερινότητα όλων μας, αλλάζοντας 

κάποιες διεργασίες οι οποίες παλαιότερα θα έπρεπε να γίνουν χειροκίνητα ή ακόμα θα ήταν αδύ-

νατο να πραγματοποιηθούν χωρίς την χρήση της τεχνολογίας. Οι υπολογιστές έπαιξαν μεγάλο 

ρόλο στην τεχνολογική ανάπτυξη καθώς είναι τα εργαλεία που χρησιμοποιούνται από τους αν-

θρώπους για την αύξηση του βιοτικού τους επιπέδου. Τομείς όπως η διασκέδαση, η εργασία και 

η εκπαίδευση έχουν επωφεληθεί ιδιαίτερα από την τεχνολογική ανάπτυξη. 

Η τεχνολογική επανάσταση έχει επιφέρει τεράστιες αλλαγές στην εκπαίδευση. Η χρήση υπολογι-

στών για την διανομή εκπαιδευτικού υλικού που οδηγεί στην απόκτηση γνώσης και ικανοτήτων 

ονομάζεται E-learning. Στις μέρες μας το E-learning χρησιμοποιείται σχεδόν παντού καθώς είναι 

πιο αποτελεσματικό γιατί μπορεί να διαμορφωθεί στις ανάγκες των μαθητών και πιο φθηνό καθώς 

μπορεί να απευθυνθεί σε ένα τεράστιο κοινό ενώ οι συμβατικές τάξεις μπορούν να χωρέσουν 

συγκεκριμένο αριθμό μαθητών. Ασύγχρονα διαδικτυακά μαθήματα καθώς και διαδικτυακές τά-

ξεις αποτελούν κάποιες από τις μορφές του E-learning. 

Ένα από τα αποτελέσματα της τεχνολογικής εξέλιξης είναι η δημιουργία αρκετών ευκαιριών για 

εταιρίες που ασχολούνται με την τεχνολογία καθώς και άτομα που δουλεύουν στον τομέα της 

πληροφορικής. Για την ακρίβεια πολλές από τις μεγαλύτερες εταιρείες ασχολούνται με την τεχνο-

λογία η χρησιμοποιούν την τεχνολογία με έναν ή περισσότερους τρόπους. Το γεγονός αυτό μαζί 

με το γεγονός ότι οι νέοι μεγαλώνουν με την τεχνολογία ως μέρος της καθημερινότητας τους έχει 

οδηγήσει σε αυξημένη ζήτηση σε εκπαίδευση στην πληροφορική. 

Ο σκοπός της παρούσας εργασίας είναι η δημιουργία μιας E-learning πλατφόρμας που ονομάζεται 

Eurytus. Η συγκεκριμένη πλατφόρμα στοχεύει να βοηθήσει στην εκμάθηση προγραμματισμού. 

Μέσω της πλατφόρμας οι καθηγητές μπορούν να αναθέσουν ασκήσεις προγραμματισμού στους 

μαθητές τους. Αυτές οι ασκήσεις μπορούν να περιέχουν τεστ τα οποία ελέγχουν (α) αν η έξοδος 

του αλγορίθμου για κάποια συγκεκριμένη είσοδο είναι η αναμενόμενη, (β) αν η δομή του αλγο-

ρίθμου ταιριάζει με την δομή που έχει ορίσει ο καθηγητής και (γ) αν ο αλγόριθμος περιέχει τα 

design patterns που θέλει ο καθηγητής. Οι μαθητές μπορούν να χρησιμοποιήσουν έναν IDE για 

να λύσουν την προγραμματιστική άσκηση και να την υποβάλουν σε αυτόματη βαθμολόγηση σύμ-

φωνα με τις οδηγίες βαθμολόγησης του καθηγητή. Επιπλέον, η πλατφόρμα προσφέρει την δυνα-

τότητα σε μέλη της κοινότητας να δημιουργήσουν ασκήσεις οι οποίες αφού ελεγχθούν από τους 
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διαχειριστές δημοσιεύονται δίνοντας την δυνατότητα σε οποιονδήποτε να δοκιμάσει τις ασκήσεις 

για να βελτιώσει η να αποκτήσει προγραμματιστικές γνώσεις. 

Για την ανάπτυξη της πλατφόρμας Eurytus χρησιμοποιήθηκαν σύγχρονες τεχνολογίες όπως react 

JS, express JS και mongo DB. Επιπλέον η πλατφόρμα υλοποιήθηκε με αρχιτεκτονική micro-

services και η επικοινωνία μεταξύ των services έγινε με χρήση events. Αυτό μαζί με την χρήση 

τεχνολογιών όπως Kubernetes και docker κάνουν την πλατφόρμα πιο ασφαλή και αξιόπιστη κα-

θώς όλα τα services λειτουργούν ανεξάρτητα το ένα με το άλλο με αποτέλεσμα αν ένα από αυτά 

δεν είναι διαθέσιμο τα άλλα δεν επηρεάζονται και συνεχίζουν να λειτουργούν κανονικά. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The twenty-first century is distinguished by accelerated and rapid technical innovation. It has 

evolved and influenced practically every discipline of research as well as every aspect of every-

one's daily life. Computers have played a significant part in the advancement of technology since 

they are the tools that people utilize to improve their quality of life. The term computer applies not 

just to personal computers, laptops, or smart devices that people use to access the internet, but also 

to televisions, cars, trains, and other systems that rely on some form of computer or computer chip 

to function properly. 

There has been a dramatic transformation in education over the years of the technological revolu-

tion. Traditional educational systems have evolved to keep up with technological advances, push-

ing professionals, educators, and students to reevaluate their fundamental beliefs in order to use 

technology to re-design or re-engineer the education and training system [1]. E-learning is de-

scribed as the use of internet technology to deliver learning-related material that leads to the de-

velopment of new knowledge and skills [1], [2]. Today's kids are referred to as digital natives, 

having been born in a technologically advanced era, and as a result, education must evolve to keep 

up with them. Learning Management Systems, Massive Open Online Courses and other forms of 

eLearning exist. Despite variances in eLearning styles and, in some circumstances, platforms, they 

all share fundamental ideas and, in some situations, approaches. 

The rapid advancement of technology has prompted businesses to use technology to perform pre-

viously manual operations. There is also a surge in the number of tech companies, which are busi-

nesses that deal with digital electronics and internet-based services. In fact, many of the Fortune 

500 companies are tech companies, while the majority of the non-tech companies on the list em-

ploy technology in a variety of ways. As a result, IT workers are in high demand. This, combined 

with the fact that younger people grow up with technology as part of their daily life, has resulted 

in an increase in computer science degree enrollments. 

Despite the demand, however, there are insufficient resources to learn or enhance programming 

abilities. Online coding learning platforms [3]–[8] are a well-known and cost-effective choice. 

Coding challenge platforms are a subset of the larger subject of education and programming train-

ing, and they are extremely important in computer science. These platforms offer a variety of cod-

ing challenges that aim to help develop and improve programming skills [9]. 
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In light of this, a platform for creating and grading programming assignments is proposed. Profes-

sors can create programming assignments for their students to complete and grade them using 

input output tests, structural checks, and even design pattern checks. People who desire to learn or 

improve their programming skills can use it by engaging in community-created and maintained 

challenges. 

 

1.1 Objectives 

As previously stated, the goal of this thesis is to create an automated code grading platform. Using 

the suggested system, professors will be able to design and construct coding assignments and ex-

aminations for their students. Learners will then be able to complete these assignments utilizing 

an IDE running on the platform. When participants have completed their assignment, they can turn 

it in. The system will automatically grade these solutions by running the tests that the instructors 

have provided. The same automatic code grading technique will be used to develop a feature for 

creating and maintaining public challenges. This enables the community to create and maintain 

challenges in which everyone can participate, making the platform ideal not only for educators but 

also for anyone looking to challenge themselves with programming challenges in order to learn 

new skills or improve existing ones via practice. 

 

1.2 Outline 

This thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, an extensive description of the theoretical and 

technological background of this work will be presented, while in chapter 3, a brief overview of 

applications similar to the one presented in this thesis will be presented. The platform's design and 

key goals are outlined in chapter 4. Following the design, chapter 5 presents a detailed look on 

how the previously designed modules were implemented which can also be used as a documenta-

tion of the developed services. The final outcomes of this thesis are provided in a brief demo in 

chapter 6. Finally, in chapter 7, the last ideas and future work directions are reflected. 
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2 Background 

 

This section of the thesis will offer the theoretical and technological foundation required to com-

pletely understand the thesis's contents. This section, in particular, discusses e-learning and how 

its use affects today's education, as well as code testing and how it might aid programmers. Fol-

lowing that, there is a discussion on code structure, how it impacts the final program, and how to 

create good structure. Finally, this section covers information on microservices, including the ben-

efits of adopting microservices and the challenges of implementing a microservices-based archi-

tecture. 

 

2.1 E-learning  

Technology plays an increasingly important part in our everyday lives in the twenty-first century, 

prompting professionals, educators, and students to reconsider their fundamental ideas in order to 

use technology to re-design or re-engineer the education and training system [1]. E-learning is 

often described as the use of internet technologies to deliver information related to the learning 

feature that builds new knowledge and skills [1], [2]. E-learning can be used as a substitute for 

traditional education or as a supplement to it [1]. E-learning can be synchronous or asynchronous, 

and it can be provided via the internet, interactive multimedia, educational games/simulations, and 

social media [2], [9], [10]. Since younger students are comfortable with new technology and are 

possibly drawn by new sorts of learning methods, E-Learning is considered as one of the fastest 

expanding trends in education and is becoming increasingly popular in institutions of higher learn-

ing, such as universities [9], [11]. 

 

Types of E-learning 

E-learning can be classified into several categories based on how it is provided. The two main 

types of e-learning are synchronous E-learning and asynchronous E-learning. Both learning styles 

have their pros and cons, and the technique that is best for a learner varies widely. 

 

Asynchronous E-learning 
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Asynchronous E-learning does not require students and lecturers to be present in real time online 

[10]. Usually, the study material has been prepared in advance and students can complete it at their 

own pace [9], [10]. Even though asynchronous e-learning allows students to regulate their own 

time and learning, it is recommended that online courses be scheduled, which means that there 

should be a deadline for students to finish their assignments [12]. Web blogs, streaming video, 

streaming audio are all examples of asynchronous e-learning [2], [9]. 

 

Synchronous E-learning 

Synchronous e-learning necessitates the participation of students and professors at many places at 

the same time. It refers to any real-time learning event that incorporates instantaneous two-way 

contact between participants and is presented to distant learners [9], [10]. Even though synchro-

nous E-learning brings students together, it might be advantageous to introverts who don't feel at 

ease in traditional classrooms; yet being at home can help them relax [12]. Examples of Synchro-

nous e-learning are online classrooms using audio communication, video communication, instant 

messaging and more [2], [9]. 

 

Advantages and disadvantages of E-learning 

 

Advantages 

E-learning provides numerous advantages for both teachers and students, and it is considered one 

of the greatest ways of education due to its numerous benefits. The following are some of the 

benefits: 

• E-learning is incredibly inexpensive, and the cost of gear and internet has decreased dra-

matically in recent years. Students can also save money by not driving to and from school 

[13]–[15]. 

• Experts can offer advice and exchange ideas with students [13], [15]. 

• E-learning allows students to take responsibility for their own education [14]. 

• Students can work from home or from anywhere with access to a computer. This is critical 

because it offers a conducive working atmosphere for students, some of whom may be 

hesitant to work in groups or attend school [14], [15]. 

• Smaller schools, as well as smaller, more rural populations, benefit from e-learning [13]. 
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• E-learning is significantly more adaptive to varied student demands because each student 

has different strengths and weaknesses [15].  

 

Disadvantages 

Despite the benefits of e-learning in education, it does have some drawbacks. The most evident 

critique of e-Learning is the complete loss of vital human connections between students and pro-

fessors. Here are a few more examples: 

• Students are usually motivated to study harder by the classroom environment and teacher 

support, and even if they are good students, prizes such as grades can drive them to keep 

studying. However, some students may lose motivation when participating in E-learning 

[14], [15]. 

• When there is no face-to-face communication, some pupils may feel isolated. Finally, the 

student may drop out owing to loneliness and a lack of guidance and assistance [11], [14]. 

• Students who do not engage with others do not acquire communication skills, and even if 

they have good academic knowledge, they may not be able to communicate it to others  

[15]. 

• It may be difficult to prevent cheating during online assignments [15]. 

 

To summarize, e-learning is one of the fastest growing sectors in education, and it is becoming 

increasingly popular in higher education institutions due to its numerous benefits. Following that, 

it will be explained what code testing is and how it works, as it is critical to grasp how it may be 

used in e-learning. 

 

2.2 Code Testing 

Code testing is a collection of tasks that may be prepared ahead of time and carried out in a sys-

tematic manner [16], [17]. Code testing is running code in a variety of contexts and determining if 

software is performing as expected [18]. Testing is done not just to find bugs, but also to see if the 

product fits client requirements [16]–[18]. We can discover errors using testing in a short period 

of time and with minimum cost [18]. Testing may often account for up to 40% of a company's 

software development expenditure [16]. Aside from bug detection, testing allows companies to 
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determine (a) whether their software is ready for integration, (b) whether their software is perfor-

mant, and (c) improve the overall quality of their software [16].  

As mentioned above testing can be expensive to implement therefore it is important to create 

“good” tests meaning tests that will cover the product sufficiently. Good tests:  

• Should have a high probability of detecting an error, this requires the tester to understand 

the software specifications and attempt to guess where the program could fail [17]. 

• Tests should be small in size, even though multiple tests can be combined together, it is 

recommended that this be done only when dealing with complex test scenarios [17], [19]. 

• Should have none or minimal dependencies to other tests [19]. 

• Well-documented tests can be used as documentation, or at the very least as a useful sup-

plement to traditional documentation [19]. 

• Should be designed with maintainability in mind [19]. 

• Every test should have a distinct function, as repeating the same test is a waste of time and 

resources [17], [19]. 

 

Test driven development 

Test-driven development has become increasingly popular in recent years. This strategy involves 

writing automated tests prior to developing functional code [20], [21]. After writing the automated 

test cases the code won't even compile since there is no implementation yet. Programmers write 

the code to pass the test cases [20]. When all of the tests pass, it is assumed that the new code will 

not create any new bugs, and the code is regarded as suitable for integration [20]. Writing the test 

cases at the beginning enables continuous testing, which improves code quality and also allows 

bug detection every time the code is updated [20], [21]. Some of the benefits of test-driven devel-

opment are: 

• Test driven development encourages programmers to try and explain their work using test 

cases that demonstrate how the code is supposed to behave and by using code itself, as a 

result it helps in program comprehension [20]. 

• Thanks to the continual feedback provided to the developer via test driven development, 

bugs are detected as soon as new code is added [20], [22]. 

• Software maintenance and bug fixing by patching code is very dangerous because it tends 

to cause more errors. Some studies even suggest that code patching tends to cause 40 times 
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more errors than new code. It is possible to determine whether a change disrupts the exist-

ing system by continuously running automated tests [20]. 

• Test driven approach usually results in smaller and easier to understand modules. Usually, 

the modules produced have less methods per class and overall lower complexity [22]. 

 

Types of code testing 

Unit and integration testing are two types of code testing. It's best to avoid picking one over the 

other because they're meant to complement each other. 

 

Unit testing 

Unit tests are focused on a “unit” of code. A unit is the smallest software component that can be 

tested. In software, there is substantial controversy regarding what exactly comprises a unit. Both 

the class and the method have been recommended as appropriate units in the area of object-oriented 

programming [17], [21], [23]–[25]. Because systems have become much more sophisticated, that 

definition appears to be out of date. There has been a lot of effort put towards redefining the term 

so that it works for both modern and legacy systems. A potential definition for a unit is that it is a 

component of a complicated system (i.e. a single jsx component in a react app) [25]. A unit test 

should ignore the rest of the system, meaning it should focus only on a specific unit meaning one 

or multiple functions [24]. Unit tests could be either positive or negative. Positive tests should 

check the expected functionality of the unit. Negative tests should make the unit fail and check if 

the error is handled properly [23]. Unit testing can be challenging at times because (a) identifying 

testable units in a given software can be difficult, (b) testing units that have or rely on large data 

structures has been difficult due to the difficulty of setting up the testing environment and (c) 

creating unit tests without proper documentation can lead to repetition [24]. 

 

Integration testing 

When all of the different units are merged to make a working program, integration testing is used. 

Unit testing is done at the statement level, whereas module testing is done at the module level. 

Integration testing focuses on unit interactions and how effectively they perform together [17], 

[25]–[27]. Integration testing is the process of ensuring that interfaces between units and modules 

are consistent and communicate correctly [26]. Integration testing, in the modern era, is defined as 
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the examination of how two or more software components interact (for example, a react app mak-

ing API calls to a backend) [25]. Because integration tests verify many units in each test, they can 

be substantially slower than unit tests [25]. During integration testing we are searching for errors 

that didn't appear during unit testing [27]. Approximately 40% of software errors are detected 

during integration testing [27]. After a unit is created or modified it should be unit tested before 

being added to the rest of the software. The results of the integration test will determine whether 

the module behaves and communicates with the other modules as expected [27]. 

 

Why code testing matters 

Code testing is an investment that doesn't add immediate value to the final product. It is, neverthe-

less, an investment that supports other operations that enhance the product's value. The following 

are some of the reasons why a corporation might wish to invest in developing code tests: 

• Customers and software developers gain information on how well software fits mutually 

agreed-upon requirements [28]. 

• The knowledge from testing is needed by software developers to ensure that their imple-

mentation is done correctly [28]. 

• Testing aids in the prevention of bugs and flaws [29], [30]. 

• Aids programmers in truly comprehending the structure of the program [29], [30]. 

• Tests can be used as documentation, assisting new developers in grasping the current code 

base's functionality and allowing them to catch up to the rest of the team more quickly [29]. 

• Developers can improve their programming skills by writing tests [30]. 

 

As previously stated, code testing may be used to check and enhance a variety of features of soft-

ware. These tests can determine whether the software performs as planned or assess the code's 

quality, such as its structure and design. The following part will cover how to achieve good code 

structure and design, as well as why these are important. 

 

2.3 Code structure and design 

The code architecture of a system specifies how it is broken into components, how they are inter-

related, and how they communicate and interact with one another [31]–[33]. Code architecture 

defines (a) the system's elements and how they communicate [32], [33], (b) composition patterns 
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[32], and (c) the organization of source code and libraries in the development environment [33]. 

Software designers are in charge of creating a new system. When a design is new, it is simple, 

clean, and straightforward. However, when more features are added, the code becomes unkempt, 

and some software do not even keep their purity after the first release [31]. As new features are 

introduced, the code grows increasingly, leading to "spaghetti code", meaning it is so complicated 

that adding new features or updating old ones becomes a significant challenge [31]. Redesigns are 

frequently proposed, but by the time they are completed, a new redesign is required [31]. Having 

said that, it's critical to write decent code that's easy to maintain. 

 

Characteristics of good code design 

For many years developers and researchers have been looking for ways to design beautiful and 

more maintainable code. That search has led to the creation of a list with rules of what not to do 

when designing code. These rules are referred to as bad smells. Bad smells are a result of bad 

design and poor design implementation [34]. Usually, they are used as indications that the code 

needs refactoring [35]. By refactoring the code becomes easier to understand and to maintain [35]. 

Those rules have been evaluated by source code metrics showing that the code is easier to maintain 

when bad smells are avoided [36]. Some of the bad smells in Object Oriented Programming as 

reported in [34]–[37] include the following: 

• Large methods and classes: methods and classes should not try to do too much. It's tough 

to understand and manage a class or method with multiple responsibilities. 

• Long function parameter lists are more difficult to maintain since they are subject to fre-

quent changes, making them harder to comprehend. 

• Duplicate code: To make software easier to extend, duplicate code should be unified. When 

there is duplicate code, the same modifications must be made multiple times. 

• Lazy classes or methods: lazy classes or methods are methods that don't do anything and 

should either be enhanced in responsibility or deleted altogether. 

• Dead code is outdated code that is no longer in use. Dead code should be deleted since it 

obscures the program structure and makes it difficult to understand. 

• Shotgun Surgery: Shotgun Surgery indicates that once one class changes, many other clas-

ses should also change. Changes in one class should usually have no effect on other classes. 
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Why good code design matters 

As previously said, badly designed code can have a wide range of effects on software. Developers 

who maintain and expand software may find it challenging to work with code that is poorly de-

signed. According to [31] “rotten” code can cause: (a) Rigidity: meaning code is very difficult to 

change even in simple ways, (b) Fragility: meaning software can break in multiple ways when 

changed, (c) Immobility: meaning the code is not easily reused and finally (d) Viscosity: meaning 

changes in code cannot preserve the code design rotting the code even more. Many studies have 

been conducted to determine whether or not bad smells influence code. Those studies interviewed 

several software engineers after they were confronted with code containing bad smells and code 

that didn't. These studies revealed the following: 

• When confronted with large classes and large methods, programmers complained files 

were too big and difficult to navigate [38]. They also stated that simpler classes were easier 

to grasp and more attractive to look at when compared to more complex classes [39]. 

• When faced with duplicated code they reported they had to consistently make changes [39]. 

• When faced with feature envy meaning methods that are too much interested in other clas-

ses [36] or shotgun surgery they indicated that they made a lot of mistakes since altering a 

class requires updating a lot of code. They also spent a significant amount of time trying to 

figure out what needed to be updated [38], [39]. 

 

Design Patterns for code quality assurance  

The gang of four [40] established design patterns to ensure code quality in 1995, and they've been 

widely utilized in software engineering since then. Design patterns are standard and reusable so-

lutions to problems in code design that recur frequently [31], [41]–[43]. Design patterns can help 

make the development process faster by using tested and proven paradigms [41].  

In [40] the gang of four divided design patterns into 3 categories depending on their purpose. These 

categories as described in [40], [44], [45] are: 

• Creational design patterns: The use of creational design patterns helps abstract the process 

of creating new objects. Object creation mechanisms are provided by creational design 

patterns, which promote the flexibility and reuse of existing code. As systems evolve and 

become more complicated, creational patterns become more significant because they en-
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courage the reuse of smaller reusable portions of code. Examples of creational design pat-

terns are: Abstract Factory Patterns, Singleton Pattern, Builder Patterns and Factory 

Method Pattern. 

• Structural design patterns: Structural patterns are focused on how smaller units like classes, 

interfaces and objects are being put together to form larger structures. The utilization of 

these patterns helps make the structure simpler and easier to understand by identifying the 

relationships between these smaller units. These patterns also focus on how classes depend 

on each other. Examples of structural design patterns are Adapter Pattern, Decorator Pat-

tern, Bridge Pattern, Composite Pattern and Facade Pattern. 

• Behavioral design patterns: Behavioral patterns are focused on the behavior of objects. 

These patterns not only indicate patterns of individual units of the code like classes, but 

also patterns on how they communicate with each other. Chain of Responsibility Pattern, 

Command Pattern, Observer Pattern, State Pattern, Interpreter Pattern, Iterator Pattern, and 

other behavioral patterns are examples. 

Design patterns, in contrast to code smells, which are utilized as indicators of poor code quality, 

are employed as proven methods for ensuring code quality [42], [43]. Many researches have been 

conducted to see if the application of design patterns has an impact on the frequency of code smells. 

According to a study published in [43]: 

• The use of design patterns is often related with the absence of code smells, resulting in 

more maintainable code. 

• Some patterns, such as the Factory method pattern, Adapter-command pattern, and State-

strategy pattern, are less likely to be linked to code smells. 

Confirming that design patterns and code smells are negatively correlated. 

 

As said, patterns prevent reinventing the wheel, and as a result more patterns have been discovered 

over time. The Sun Microsystems team defined the J2EE patterns meaning patterns for the J2EE 

platform. The J2EE patterns include many famous patterns that are widely used today like the Data 

Access Object Pattern [46]. Another huge attempt in defining more patterns has been made by 

Martin Fowler in his book Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture [47]. In this book, 

Fowler constructed a massive pattern directory with more than 8 categories containing more than 

30 patterns in total. Some of the patterns included are the Model View Controller pattern and the 
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Data Transfer Object which are extremely popular with developers. Many people regard this book 

to be a go-to resource when it comes to patterns.  

Finally, the utilization of patterns has risen in popularity in recent years. As a result, numerous 

patterns have been identified, with more being discovered every day. 

 

This section discussed good code design and structure. Breaking code into smaller numerous mod-

ules with as few dependencies as feasible, as noted several times in this section, is an excellent 

technique to ensure maintainability. The necessity for maintainability has led to the development 

of more efficient ways of structuring big codebases. Microservices are a modern approach of struc-

turing server-side applications with maintainability and modularity in mind. More on this new 

trend and how it can assist developers will be covered in the following section. 

 

 

2.4 Microservices 

Microservices are considered one the newest software lifecycle trend in software architecture[48]. 

They represent a software and systems design strategy that encourages the usage of small, self-

contained services [48]–[51]. These services are responsible for a specific task and communicate 

with one another via messages [49], [51]. Typically, each service is independent of the others and 

has its own database and memory space. Microservices were created to address some of the draw-

backs of monolithic applications, or applications with a single code base [49]. According to [49], 

microservices can help with the following issues: 

• Due to their size and complexity, large monoliths are challenging to maintain and evolve. 

Finding bugs necessitates a thorough examination of their vast code base. 

• Monoliths are also subject to "dependency hell," which occurs when adding, removing or 

updating modules or libraries leads to inconsistencies in systems that either do not com-

pile/run or act weirdly. 

• Any update to one element of a monolith necessitates a complete reboot of the application. 

Restarting major projects frequently results in significant downtime. 

• Monoliths also limit the technology options available to developers, who must utilize the 

same language and frameworks as the original program. 
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The use of microservices helps overcome the above problems because: 

 

 

• Each service implements a limited set of functionalities, resulting in a compact code base 

and limiting the amount of code developers must examine in order to find a bug. Further-

more, because microservices are self-contained, a developer can test and analyze their fea-

tures without regard for the rest of the system [48], [49], [51]. 

• We have less dependencies on each service as a result of the previous item, which means 

we can avoid "dependency hell." 

• Changing a service does not necessitate a full system reboot; instead, the updated service 

must be rebooted [49]. 

• Microservices do not impose any additional lock-in, and developers are free to choose the 

best technologies for each service, such as language and framework [49]. 

 

 

Figure 1: Microservices architecture [52] 
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Challenges of microservices architecture 

Because the utilization of microservices is still relatively new, there are several outstanding con-

cerns and optimization opportunities in this field [53]. A lot of research has been done to identify 

the challenges of creating applications using microservices with the intent to develop ways to 

overcome them. Reading through [53]–[56] some of the identified challenges are:  

• Debugging and maintaining several modules, especially those that rely on other modules, 

can be difficult. 

• Managing shared code across numerous services is challenging because each change has 

the potential to break multiple services unintentionally. 

• Decomposing monolithic codebases into smaller services is a challenging operation that 

can result in several issues if not done appropriately. 

• Because most developers are accustomed to a monolithic mindset, finding skilled develop-

ers can be difficult. 

• It takes a long time and a lot of money to change the mindset of existing engineers who are 

used to creating monolithic apps. 

• Collaboration amongst teams, each of which is working on a distinct service, is a difficult 

task that necessitates a solid foundation of team communication. 

• Preventing security threats is much more difficult since more services means more exposed 

surface for attacks. 

As microservices become more widely utilized, there will be more efficient approaches to address 

the issues listed above. 

 

Advantages and disadvantages of using microservices 

Microservices can provide several benefits to the development process, but they also come with a 

number of drawbacks due to the complexity of the microservices design. 

 

Some of the benefits of using microservices are: 

• Increased Maintainability: Services are smaller, making maintenance easier [57]–[59]. 

• Microservices are often delivered independently from the rest of the application, whereas 

monolith teams must coordinate in order to deploy together [57], [58]. 
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• Simple Scalability: Microservices are easier to scale than monoliths because of their nature 

[58]. 

• Self-Healing: Older safe and tested versions can replace newer failed services [57], and 

due to its stateless qualities, a service can be easily restarted when it fails [59]. 

• The introduction of a library or component including shared features increases code reus-

ability by lowering maintenance effort because the shared features will only be modified 

once, and any associated microservices will be updated as well [57]. 

• Flexibility: Each team is free to choose their own technology based on their requirements. 

[57]. 

• Understandability of software: Developers can better understand what each service does 

with smaller codebases [59]. 

 

Some of the disadvantages of microservices are: 

• Testing Complexity: The complexity of testing increases when more services and commu-

nications between them are added [57]. 

• The shared code registry, if not built properly, could be the system's primary bottleneck 

[59]. 

• Senior developers are required: Architectural considerations are difficult, and beginning 

the creation of a microservices-based system necessitates the use of highly competent de-

velopers [58]. 

• Requirement for automation: To manage the entire system and automate the entire process, 

a full DevOps stack is required. The process of developing a system would be substantially 

slower when using microservices compared to monolithic systems if DevOps was not 

adopted [57]. 
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3 Background work 

 

This chapter surveys previous work in online platforms for automatic code grading. Coding chal-

lenge platforms are a subset of the larger subject of education and programming training, and they 

are considered as an important resource in computer science. Such platforms offer diverse chal-

lenges, with a particular emphasis on the algorithms and data structures that must be maintained 

while students constructing a solution to a problem that must be reviewed in order to test program-

ming skill. 

 

3.1 Topcoder.com 

TopCoder is one of the first online platforms for competitive programming. TopCoder.com was 

first introduced in 2001. It currently has over 1 million registered developers and has created soft-

ware for Fortune 100 corporations, worldwide enterprises, and government entities. Topcoder 

compensates community members for their contributions to projects and sells community services 

to corporations, small businesses, and nonprofits. A customer can use topcoder to (a) solve prob-

lems by organizing a competition in which participants compete for money, (b) employ freelance 

developers from all fields of computer science, and (c) have projects finished by both freelancers 

and developers competing against one another. Developers are compensated depending on the 

number of competitions they win, therefore payment is not guaranteed. However, they are encour-

aged to join in order to enhance their skills rather than to get compensated. Topcoder provides 

UI/UX design, QA and testing, data science, web development, and other services and solutions 

to businesses [8], [60]. 

 

3.2 Coderbyte.com 

Coderbyte is an online system that provides a collection of programming challenges and courses 

with the goal of assisting users in preparing for forthcoming job interviews as well as increasing 

their programming skills. The difficulty of the code challenges varies, and Coderbyte has its own 

IDE built into the web application. As a result, the user can solve the problem in its online editor 

and observe if the answer is executed successfully in real time. Coderbyte offers over 200 coding 

tasks that users may complete online in one of ten programming languages. The challenges range 
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from simple (finding the longest word in a string) to difficult (print the maximum cardinality 

matching of a graph). They also have a number of algorithm tutorials, introductory videos, and 

interview preparation courses available. Companies can also use Coderbyte's services, such as 

conducting remote, real-time interviews and code-pairing with candidates in a live programming 

environment. They also provide companies the option to assign tasks to candidates [7], [61]. 

 

3.3 Codewars.com 

CodeWars is an online resource that gives users a variety of activities to complete that require 

them to use their coding skills. Many popular programming languages are supported by this plat-

form. Most tasks were generated by the community, meaning its users. Users are rated based on 

how many challenges they solve. After solving a task users are provided with a preferable solution 

based on evaluation. After the assignment has been completed, the user can review the most pre-

ferred and highly rated solutions. Companies can use Codewars' technical skills tests, and educa-

tors can use Real-Time Pair-Programming and Programming Tests to teach and test their students 

objectively [6], [62], [63]. 

 

 

3.4 Codingame.com 

CodinGame is a game-based learning tool for learning programming languages. Its methodology 

is focused on puzzles that have multiple animations with characters and fun sequences that students 

can watch when they solve the challenge. The game includes a problem description, test cases, and 

an editor that allows visitors to develop code in one of 20+ programming languages. Despite the 

fact that this website is not like the others mentioned above in terms of competitive programming, 

it is nonetheless popular among programmers who enjoy solving challenges and competing. Cod-

inGame contests are online programming competitions in which software developers and program-

mers from all over the world participate for fun or to connect with organizations that are hiring. 

The goal of CodinGame is to create computer programs that handle complex tasks in a short 

amount of time. The platform's goal is to help participants and employers connect for selection, as 

well as to give a pleasant approach to learn, practice, and improve programming abilities. [5], [61], 

[64], [65]. 
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3.5 Hackerrank.com 

Algorithms, Mathematics, SQL, Functional Programming, AI, and other fields are among the chal-

lenges offered by HackerRank. Users can use their IDE to solve all of the problems immediately 

online. When a programmer submits a solution to a programming challenge, the accuracy of their 

output is evaluated. Programmers are then ranked globally on the HackerRank scoreboard and 

awarded badges for their achievements, in order to encourage people to compete. In addition to 

individual coding tasks, HackerRank also runs contests (dubbed "CodeSprints") in which users 

compete on the same programming problems over a fixed period of time and are ranked at the end. 

Companies wishing to hire experienced developers can also use Hackerrank [4], [66], [67]. 

 

3.6 Leetcode.com 

LeetCode is a well-known portal that offers 2300 exercises to assist users prepare for technical job 

interviews. Users can complete the problems in one of 14 programming languages immediately 

online. Users, on the other hand, are not able to see other people's solutions, but they are given 

data of their own, such as how fast their code ran in comparison to other people's code. LeetCode 

also features a Mock Interview part dedicated to job interview preparation, as well as their own 

coding contests and a portion of articles to help users better comprehend specific difficulties [3], 

[68]. 

Bellow is a comparison table of all the platforms that are mentioned above. This table compares 

the platforms based on the languages they support and the basic features they offer. 
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      Fea-

tures  

 

Tool 

Helps compa-

nies recruit de-

velopers 

Supports 

competi-

tions 

Anyone can 

create chal-

lenges 

Supported pro-

gramming lan-

guages 

see other 

people's so-

lutions 

TopCoder  Yes Yes Companies 10+ Yes 

Coderbyte  Yes No Companies 10+ No 

CodeWars  Yes Yes Yes 10+ Yes 

Cod-

inGame  

Yes Sometimes Yes 10+ No 

Hacker-

rank 

Yes Yes Yes 10+ Yes 

LeetCode  Yes Yes No 10+ No 

Table 1: Comparison of similar platforms 
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4 Software Design 

 

This section focuses on the problem that this thesis is attempting to tackle as well as the recom-

mended solution. The problem will also be examined and broken down into use scenarios in this 

part. Finally, based on these scenarios, the complete platform design, including architecture, major 

components, and features, will be presented. 

4.1 Problem Description 

With the rapid rise in popularity of computer science and the high demand for software engineers 

the number of individuals interested in the field has increased. This has had an impact on educa-

tional institutions such as universities, which have been straining to keep up with demand [69]. 

Grading several complex programming assignments is one of the issues that professors face be-

cause it is time-consuming, expensive, and takes time away from other high-value contributions 

that professors could provide [70]. Another major issue is that, despite the rising need for devel-

opers, many people lack access to educational institutions, primarily due to cost, resulting in an 

increase in demand for alternatives. However, despite the demand there is a lack of resources to 

gain or improve programming skills. Online coding learning platforms are a well-known and cost-

effective option [3]–[8]. Coding challenge platforms are a subset of the broader field of training 

and education programming support, and they play a critical role in computer science. Such plat-

forms provide a wide range of challenges, with the main focus on the algorithms and data structures 

that must be managed while composing a solution (algorithm) to a problem that has been submitted 

by the student and must be evaluated in order to evaluate programming knowledge [66]. Educa-

tional institutions can also use such systems to automate the time-consuming process of code grad-

ing [70]. According to [71] continuous assessment can make studying more effective for students. 

Even experienced programmers can use such platforms to challenge themselves and develop their 

skills by completing difficult code problems. 

With this in mind, a platform is proposed for managing and grading programming tasks. It allows 

professors to create programming assignments for students to complete and grade them based on 

input output tests, structural checks, and even design pattern checks. It can also be utilized by 
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people who want to learn or improve their programming skills by participating in challenges cre-

ated and maintained by the community. 

 

4.2 Software Analysis  

The needs from the end user's perspective will be defined in this section. The definition of require-

ments is a critical stage in determining what needs to be done to meet the demands of users and 

stakeholders. In the following sections, these requirements will be utilized as a guideline for de-

signing the system. 

 

4.2.1 Platform’s scenarios of use 

User stories are brief, informal summaries of software features written from the end user's point 

of view. User stories are mostly used in agile software development to express the value that a 

product feature can provide and to gain a deeper understanding of why users want a certain feature. 

These user stories are usually written on index cards or sticky notes by the development and prod-

uct management teams and used in discussions during the development process. These discussions 

allow the team to concentrate on the consumer at the center of the conversation, resulting in a 

stronger product and user experience. User stories are categorized based on the various roles that 

each user can have. A user can have one of four roles in this app: guest, student, instructor, or 

administrator. Because each role necessitates the implementation of different functionality, each 

role has its own set of user stories. Each user story has one or more acceptance criteria, which are 

a collection of specified requirements that must be completed for a user story to be considered 

complete. 

 

Role guest user stories 

Guests are users who have not been authenticated. Below is a list of the user stories for guests as 

well as their acceptance criteria. 

• As an unauthenticated user I want to register to the platform using my personal info so the 

system can authenticate me and remember me. 

o Given that I am an unauthenticated user, and I am on the register page, when I enter 

valid credentials then the system will create my account. 
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o Given that I am an unauthenticated user, and I am on the register page, when I enter 

invalid credentials then the system will show me an error. 

• As an unauthenticated user that has an account on the platform I want to log in using my 

email and password so that the system can authenticate me. 

o Given that I am an unauthenticated user, and I am on the login page, when I enter 

correct email and password then the system will sign me in. 

o Given that I am an unauthenticated user, and I am on the login page, when I enter 

invalid credentials then the system will show me an error.  

 

Role teacher user stories 

Teachers are authenticated users. Teachers and students have the same role since every authenti-

cated user can create or participate in an exam. However, to make the user stories clearer, teachers 

and students will have different stories. Below is the list of teacher user stories and their acceptance 

criteria. 

• As a teacher I want to create private challenges so I can test my students 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the create exam page when I enter valid 

exam details, the system should create a private challenge. 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the create exam page when I enter invalid 

exam details, the system should show an error. 

• As a teacher I want to edit my private challenges so I can fix mistakes or update them 

regularly 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the edit exam page that I own when I enter 

valid exam details, the system should update the private challenge. 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the edit exam page that I own when I enter 

invalid exam details, the system should show an error. 

• As a teacher I want to delete my private challenges so that I can get rid of outdated classes 

or challenges accidentally created. 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on my profile page when I press the delete 

button on a challenge, I own the system should delete it. 
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• As a teacher I want to view statistics about my challenges, so I know how my students 

performed 

o Given that I am an authenticated user when I click on a challenge, I own then the 

system should give me statistics on the overall performance of my students. 

• As a teacher I want to download code submitted by students so I can manually review it 

and keep it for record 

o Given that I am an authenticated teacher on the challenge statistics page when I 

click on a user submission the system should download the code. 

• As a teacher I want to submit requests to admin to create public challenges so I can con-

tribute to the community 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the create exam page when I enter valid 

exam details and select the public option, the system should create a create exam 

request for an admin to review. 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the create exam page when I enter invalid 

exam details and select the public option, the system should show an error. 

• As a teacher I want to submit requests to admin to edit my public challenges so I can fix 

mistakes or update the exam 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the edit exam page that I own when I enter 

valid exam details, the system should create a create exam request for an admin to 

review. 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on the edit exam page that I own when I enter 

invalid exam details, the system should show an error. 

• As a teacher I want to submit requests to admin to delete my public challenges so I can 

remove outdated classes 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on my profile page when I click delete chal-

lenge, the system should create a delete exam request for an admin to review. 

• As a teacher I want to override old edit requests so I can fix mistakes or add more features 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on my profile exam page, when I click on 

edit challenge for a challenge that I already have submitted an edit request, the 

system should ask me whether I want to load the previous request as boilerplate. 
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o Given that I am an authenticated user on the edit page for a challenge that I own 

that has a pending request, when I click on submit, the system should replace my 

previous pending edit request.  

• As a teacher I want to cancel pending requests so I can cancel requests that add no value 

or accidentally submitted requests 

o Given that I am an authenticated user on my profile page at the pending requests 

section, when I click on cancel pending request, the system should cancel my re-

quest and replace it with my previous pending request. 

 

Role student user stories 

As mentioned above authenticated users are both students and teachers meaning every user can 

create and participate in exams. Below are the user stories for students. 

• As a student I want to browse all the public challenges so I can select the one that fits me 

best 

o Given that I am an authenticated student, when I go to the practice page then the 

system should show me a list of all the available public challenges. 

• As a student I want to join a public challenge so I can practice my programming 

o Given that I am an authenticated student at the practice page, when I click on a 

challenge, the system should redirect me to the exam page. 

• As a student I want to run my code so I can receive feedback 

o Given that I am an authenticated user, and I am on the exam page, when I click the 

run button the system should give me feedback about my solution so far. 

• As a student I want to submit my code so I can get it graded 

o Given that I am an authenticated user, and I am on the exam page, when I click the 

submit button the system should submit my solution and give me my results. 

• As a student I want to browse my challenge history so I can track my progress 

o Given that I am an authenticated user when I visit my profile page the system should 

show me a list of my exam history. 
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Role admin user stories 

Admins are users with special privileges that moderate the application and its content. Admins are 

also responsible for approving or declining incoming requests from teachers for the public chal-

lenges. The list of admin user stories is: 

• As an admin I want to view all challenges so I can review and monitor them 

o Given that I am an admin on the admin panel, when I click on the challenges tab 

the system should load a list of all the challenges. 

• As an admin I want to edit any challenge so I can make sure they are correct and proper 

according to the website rules 

o Given that I am an admin on the challenges tab, when I click on edit a challenge 

and submit my changes, the system should update the challenge. 

• As an admin I want to delete any challenge so I can get rid of challenges violating the 

website rules 

o Given that I am an admin on the challenges tab, when I click on delete a challenge, 

the system should delete the challenge. 

• As an admin I want to view all requests so I can monitor user requests 

o Given that I am an admin on the admin panel, when I click on the requests tab the 

system should load a list of all the requests. 

• As an admin I want to approve good requests so public challenges are always up to date 

and as good as possible 

o Given that I am an admin reviewing a pending request, when I click on approve, 

the system should approve the pending request. 

• As an admin I want to decline bad requests so I can prevent useless changes and changes 

violating the website rules 

o Given that I am an admin reviewing a pending request, when I click decline, the 

system should decline the pending request. 

• As an admin I want to be able to view statistics about the website, so I know how the app 

performs 

o Given that I am an admin, when I visit the admin panel, the system should provide 

some statistics. 
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• As an admin I want to be able to view statistics from all the challenges so I can see how 

students perform  

o Given that I am an admin, when I visit a challenge details page, the system should 

provide info on the system. 

 

4.3 Eurytus Design 

The general process of developing the platform will be discussed in this chapter. The system was 

created to address the issues and requirements outlined in the preceding chapters. The system's 

functions and aims will be detailed, as well as how the system was broken down into several ser-

vices to achieve them. There will be diagrams of the overall platform as well as diagrams for each 

component. 

 

4.3.1.1 Architecture 

In Figure 2 the main architecture of the toolset is displayed. The system is composed of 5 backend 

services, an event bus, a load balancer and a react app. Each microservice consists of a backend 

app and a database. Because all microservices are independent of one another and are deployed 

individually, if one fails, the others are unaffected. Because the microservices are self-contained, 

they do not communicate directly with one another. Instead, an event bus is developed and used 

to handle event-based communication. A load balancer is utilized to distribute http requests among 

all microservices in order to access each one. Finally, a react app is created to serve as the user 

interface for the application that communicates with the load balancer in order to access each ser-

vice. 
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Figure 2: High level Architecture Diagram 

 

4.3.1.2 Component diagram 

The components used to deliver the required functionality are shown in this section. Component 

diagrams also show the connections between the various components and how putting them to-

gether composes the application. The application is divided into several components, each of 

which is dependent on other components and in turn is dependent on them. The component dia-

gram contains all the components, as well as their dependencies and relationships. Because the 

app has several components, presenting the entire component diagram as a single image would be 

too large and cluttered, making it difficult to understand. Rather, a series of diagrams will be uti-

lized to depict the complicated components and their interdependencies. Finally, the final diagram 

will be provided, indicating the operation of the entire system as well as where the complex com-

ponents indicated above are used. 
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4.3.1.2.1 Eurytus 

Finally, in figure 3 The overall component diagram of the app is presented. The components de-

scribed in detail above will be presented without their dependencies to make the diagram easier to 

understand. The web app component mentioned above depends on the load balancer which is a 

subsystem that distributes the http requests to the microservices. As seen in the figure below the 

load balancer depends on all 5 microservices. The 5 microservices of the system are: (a) Challenges 

service that handles the creating, updating and deleting challenges, (b) Auth service that handles 

the authentication of the users, (c) Moderate challenges service that is used to moderate all public 

challenges by the admins, (d) History service that is used to save the grades of all submitted as-

signments and create statistics for each challenge and finally (e) Execute challenges service that is 

described above. All these services depend on the Eurytus common module that has previously 

been explained in greater detail, again as mentioned above the reason why all these services depend 

on this module is to avoid repeated code among all services. Finally, the final component of the 

application is the Event bus service that is a dependency for all services except the authentication 

service and is used by all of them to communicate with each other using an event-based system. 

 

 

Figure 3: Eurytus components 
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4.3.1.2.2 Eurytus common node module 

In figure 4 the component diagram of the Eurytus common node module is displayed. The Eurytus 

common module is a node module that contains all the common functionalities between services. 

The reason why this node module was deemed necessary in the first place is because in micro-

services applications there is a lot of repeated code among all services (like functions to get the 

current user or error handling functions). By using a node module, the code is written once and 

updated once. To use the shared functions, the node module is published to a library registry like 

npm, and all services must import the most recent version of the package. The Eurytus common 

module includes authentication methods, error handling methods and event handling methods. All 

these functions are regularly utilized across all services, and they would have to be written and 

changed several times if not for this module. 

 

 

Figure 4: Eurytus common components 

 

4.3.1.2.3 Execute challenges service 

Next, the components that compose the execute challenges service are presented using a compo-

nent diagram in figure 5. The reason why this service is presented separately from the other ser-

vices is because this service handles a lot of the functionalities offered by the app and as a result 

contains more complex components that require explanation. This microservice receives code 

from the users and handles the Code execution, Design pattern detection, Code structure checking, 

and the assignment grading based on the results of these tests and the requirements specified by 
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the teacher. The service consists of a module called Eurytus/compile-run which is a node module 

developed specifically for this project and is based on an already existing open-source package 

called compile-run. This module handles the code execution of the code submitted by the users 

and returns the compiler's output. The service also includes a component for checking code struc-

ture, which is exclusively utilized for java assignments. This component is used to see if the struc-

ture of the code that has been provided matches the structure that the teacher has specified. Finally, 

the Design pattern detection component is required by this microservice. This component is only 

used for java assignments and only if the teacher has specified design patterns that must be imple-

mented. This component takes the code structure of the submitted code and checks if it matches 

the structure of the required design patterns.   

 

 

Figure 5: Execute challenges service components 
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4.3.1.2.4 Eurytus UI  

The component diagram of the Web app is shown next in figure 6. The user interface of the app is 

provided by the web app component, which is where users interact with the services when writing 

code, submitting code, exploring challenges, and so on. This component is dependent on an IDE 

module, which users use to write code, and a Class builder component, which was built as a more 

interactive alternative to specifying the needed code structure of an exam. Both components will 

be presented as implemented in the app in Chapter 6. 

 

Figure 6: Eurytus UI components 

 

4.3.2 Eurytus’ s functionalities, procedures, and events 

Flow diagrams are visual representations of connected information such as events, process steps, 

functions, and so on. The flow diagrams that arise depending on the requirements stated in the user 

stories above will be presented in this section. Each diagram will cover a functionality rather than 

a user narrative, hence there will be several user stories in each diagram. In the next pages the most 

important functionalities of the Eurytus platform will be elaborated. 

 

4.3.2.1 Authentication flow diagram 

The flow diagram of the authentication procedure is shown in figure 7 Users that want to authen-

ticate will go to the authentication page. Then, if they've previously signed up, they'll need to login 

using their credentials. They will need to register a new account by providing their information if 
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they are new users. The user will be regarded as authenticated and logged in after either step is 

completed. 

 

 

Figure 7: Authentication flow diagram 

 

4.3.2.2 Create challenge flow diagram 

Following that, as shown in figure 8, the procedure of establishing a new challenge will be out-

lined. Teachers must first fill out proper exam information such as the name, description, code 
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template, tests, and so on. After that, the user must choose whether the challenge is public or pri-

vate. If the challenge is private, the challenge is created, if the challenge is public, a request to 

create a challenge is created, which must be approved by an admin. 

 

Figure 8: Challenge creation flow diagram 

 

4.3.2.3 Edit challenge flow diagram 

Next, the figure below shows the flow diagram of editing a challenge. The behavior of the program 

when a user modifies a challenge varies based on whether the challenge is public or private. If the 
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challenge is private and the data provided is valid, then the challenge is updated. If the challenge 

is open to the public, all changes must be approved by an administrator. This means that the teacher 

might make additional adjustments while waiting for some revisions to be approved. When a user 

tries to edit a public challenge, the system looks for pending requests because of this issue. If a 

pending edit request exists, the user can either load and modify the prior pending request or update 

the current version of the challenge. If the pending request is a delete challenge request, the user 

will receive an error message requesting that the pending request be canceled first. Finally, when 

a user modifies a challenge, a request to edit the challenge is made to the admin for approval. 

 

Figure 9: Edit challenge flow diagram 
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4.3.2.4 Delete challenge flow diagram  

The delete challenge flow diagram is depicted in figure 10 When a user wants to delete a challenge, 

the procedure varies based on whether or not the challenge is public. The user can erase the chal-

lenge if it is private. If the challenge is public, however, a request to delete it is created and sent to 

the administrator for approval. 

 

Figure 10: Delete challenge flow diagram 

 

4.3.2.5 Solve challenge flow diagram 

The flow diagram for completing a challenge is shown below. When users join a challenge, they 

must complete the code according to the challenge's requirements in order to complete it. Users 

can run their code numerous times to see how far they've progressed and make any necessary 

changes. Finally, users can submit their solutions in order to save their grades. 
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Figure 11: Solve challenge flow diagram 

 

4.3.2.6 Request moderation flow diagram 

As previously stated, users must obtain admin clearance before they can create, edit, or delete 

public challenges. As a result, an administrative approval mechanism must be implemented. In the 

diagram? There is a flow diagram of the request moderation system presented. Admins receive 

pending requests, which they must analyze to determine whether they are worthy of approval. 

Finally, they can accept or reject the pending request. 

 

Figure 12: Request moderation flow diagram 
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5 Software Implementation 

 

This chapter focuses on the Eurytus platform's implementation. This section begins by providing 

an overview of the technologies utilized to implement the Eurytus platform and why they were 

chosen. Finally, the implementation of the core capabilities will be presented, along with helpful 

code snippets and graphs. 

 

5.1 Technologies used 

A brief review of all the technologies used to implement the application will be presented in this 

section. Eurytus is a platform that is built for long-term performance and operability, including 

continuous deployment, easier maintenance, and high scalability. To fulfill these objectives, a 

range of cutting-edge open-source technologies were utilized, which allow for easier platform ex-

pansion including replacement of current technologies with newer or better technologies in the 

future. 

 

5.1.1 Docker 

Docker is an open-source platform that not only helps making the development process easier but 

the distribution process too. Docker-based apps are bundled and executed in virtual environments 

called containers that include all necessary dependencies. These containers run in isolation and 

only communicate with each other when necessary [72]–[75]. A container functions similarly to a 

very light virtual machine [73]. A virtual machine is a large-scale compute resource. A virtual 

machine is a clone of an operating system that runs on top of a hypervisor that runs on top of 

physical hardware, on top of which the application runs. This poses certain speed and performance 

problems, as well as challenges in an agile setting [73]. Due to using the operating system kernel 

docker containers are very light and can launch in a fraction of a second. As a result, many of them 

can be fit on a physical or virtual machine [73], [74]. 
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Figure 13: Vms vs Containers [76] 

 

Docker architecture 

Docker Client, Docker Daemon or Server, Docker Images, Docker Registries, and Docker Con-

tainers are the five key internal components of Docker. As mentioned in [72], [75], these compo-

nents will be explained in detail in the following sections. 

 

 

Figure 14: Docker architecture [77] 
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• Docker client: For many Docker users, the Docker client is the primary way of interacting 

with Docker. When users use docker run command, the docker client sends these com-

mands to the Docker daemon, which executes them and returns a response. The Docker 

client can communicate with many daemons. 

• Docker daemon: The Docker daemon or docker server is handling Docker objects such as 

images, containers and more by listening for API requests sent by the client. Docker servers 

can communicate with each other when needed. 

• Docker registries are places where Docker images are stored. The registry that everyone 

uses by default is called docker hub. Creating private registries is also possible. 

• Images are text-based templates that include instructions for creating and starting a Docker 

container. Most of the time, images are using other images as a base. For example, when 

users want to make a docker image that starts a Nodejs server they can use a linux image 

as their base image and then add the commands needed to install node as well as the nec-

essary configuration data needed to start the server. 

• Containers: A container is the result of executing the instructions contained in a docker 

image. Using commands, users can create, start, stop, move, or destroy a container. Users 

can attach local storage to a container, connect it to one or more virtual networks, or even 

create new docker images based on the current filesystem state of the container. By default, 

most containers run isolated from other containers and the host machine. However, users 

have control over how isolated a container is by controlling its network and storage. 

 

5.1.2 Kubernetes 

Kubernetes is an open-source orchestration solution for automating container management, place-

ment, scaling, and routing that has recently gained popularity among developers and IT operations 

teams. The Cloud Native Computing Foundation now maintains it, which was previously devel-

oped by Google and submitted to Open Source in 2014. Kubernetes provides a uniform architec-

ture for running distributed systems, ensuring that development teams have consistent, immutable 

infrastructure across all projects [78]–[80]. Kubernetes offers the ability to deploy multiple pods 

across actual servers, allowing an application to scale out with a dynamically changing workload. 

Each pod can manage one or multiple Docker containers, each of which can access the pod's ser-

vices (such as the file system and I/O) [78], [79], including self-healing, which means that pods 
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that fail are automatically restarted [81]. Kubernetes also manages communication between all 

pods by providing "services," which are means to communicate with pods regardless of where they 

are in the cluster or if they are replaced [81], [82]. Secrets, which are variables that securely store 

and communicate values across all pods, can be created using Kubernetes [81]. One of the benefits 

of Kubernetes is that it allows for horizontal scaling, which means that instead of increasing the 

resources for each pod, which can be difficult in some cases (for example, when using older ma-

chines), we can instead deploy multiple light instances of the same pod across multiple machines 

[81]. The usage of an ingress, which is a form of service that distributes traffic among pods carry-

ing the same image, can enhance this feature even more. 

 

5.1.3 React JS 

Facebook created ReactJS, a JavaScript toolkit for creating modular user interfaces. React makes 

creating interactive UIs simpler. Component-based development is promoted by React, which 

means creating encapsulated components that maintain their own state and then composing them 

to create complicated UIs. Each component can have its own state, which can be updated effi-

ciently when it changes [83]. According to [84], [85] some of the advantages of using react are: 

• React delivers a significantly more performant DOM, which improves the overall app per-

formance. It does not interact directly with the browser's DOM, instead relying on the vir-

tual DOM. It works in a very straightforward manner. The diff() algorithm is used to com-

pare the virtual and actual DOMs, and only the node modifications are propagated back 

into the document object model tree. 

• ReactJS has a simple and non-complex learning curve, allowing users to quickly become 

comfortable with the framework. The learning curve is quite simple and allows one to pro-

gress without difficulty. 

• React development is done with JSX. JSX is comparable to xml, but it also includes Ja-

vaScript, making it easier to learn [86]. 

• ReactJS is mostly known for its excellent performance. This along with other features helps 

distinguish react from the other frameworks that are currently in the market. The virtual 

DOM component of the library, as described above, is primarily responsible for the frame-

work's great efficiency. 
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5.1.4 JavaScript & Typescript 

JavaScript is a programming language that allows web developers to add advanced functionality 

to their pages. When a web website does more than display static material for users to look at, such 

as when it displays interactive components such as interactive maps, animated 2D/3D interactive 

visuals, scrolling animations, and so on. It's likely that JavaScript is involved [87]. JavaScript is 

used to interact with and change the dom, which contains all of a website's CSS and html parts, 

allowing for intricate interactions [88], [89]. The TypeScript language is a typed superset of Ja-

vaScript that is compiled to plain JavaScript, with optional types as one of the key improvements. 

Optional types' main goal is to combine the flexibility of a dynamically typed language with the 

benefits of statically typed languages, such as the compiler's ability to quickly discover obvious 

coding errors and editors' capacity to give code completion. Types are also useful for documenta-

tion, as they give programmers a streamlined language to document APIs [90], [91]. 

 

5.1.5 Node JS 

Node.js is a JavaScript environment based on the "V8" engine developed by Google. Since node 

is based on “V8” that means they are mostly written in C++ making them performant and highly 

efficient when it comes to resource management. However, while V8 primarily focuses on JavaS-

cript running in the browser, Node aims to allow creating long running processes running in serv-

ers. Compared to other environment that use multithreading for concurrent execution Node pro-

cesses are single threaded. To provide concurrent execution, it uses an asynchronous I/O event 

mechanism. Because Node supports the event mechanism at a low level such as the language level, 

it differs from most eventing solutions of other programming languages, which are usually libraries 

[92], [93]. To handle a variety of events, NodeJS employs an event-loop, which runs asynchro-

nously on a single thread and can expand to millions of concurrent users. NodeJS avoids wasting 

clock cycles by using a non-blocking event loop to handle all accessible events-requests. The non-

blocking event loop in the single-threaded JavaScript architecture takes almost all events-requests 

and has an asynchronous design that employs callbacks to prevent wasting clock cycles and has 

enough memory to handle them [93]. 

Node also has some built in function however it also offers a package manager called Node Pack-

age Manager (NPM). The three types of Node modules are core modules, third-party modules, and 

local modules. All of them can be installed with the Node CLI, either during NodeJS initialization 
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for the core scripts or later for third-party modules from the NPM repository. Local modules are 

generated by a user, who normally imports them locally before distributing them via the NPM 

repository [93]. 

 

5.1.6 Mongo dB 

MongoDB is a database management system that may be used for both small projects with simple 

databases and products and applications with extensive databases. Bosch, Cisco, Toyota, and oth-

ers are among the companies that use Mongo dB [94], [95]. A set of collections is stored in the 

MongoDB database. A collection, unlike tables, does not require a preset schema and stores data 

as BSON documents. A document is a group of fields that can be compared to a database record. 

It can include simple fields like integers and strings, as well as more complicated structures like 

arrays and even a full document. Each document has a unique ID field that can be used as a primary 

key, and each collection can hold multiple types of documents [94], [96]. Because each document 

can have a unique structure, using a non-relational database like MongoDB for development pro-

vides a lot of freedom. In a relational database, for example, it is advised that arrays (such as an 

array of several user emails) be stored in a separate table. However, in a non-relational database, 

numerous emails can be stored as an array on the same document [96]. The document format used 

by Mongo dB is based on JSON, making it appropriate for storing arbitrary data structures [96]. 

 

5.1.7 Express JS 

Express is a web app framework with a simple and versatile feature set for web and mobile apps 

[97]. Express is based on the node JS http module [98]. Express aims to make creating APIs easier 

by incorporating conveniences into the node http server, which can be quite complex [99]. The 

following are some of the conveniences that express provides: (a) simpler http body parsing, (b) 

simpler cookie parsing, (c) simpler session management, and (d) simpler router organization [98]. 

Without express, all these capabilities would need a lot of difficult code to achieve, but with ex-

press, they can be done in a few lines of code. For example, instead of designing a request handler 

that sends a JPEG file, programmers can utilize express's sendFile function [98], [99]. Express 

encourages the usage of smaller reusable functions that may be built by developers or imported 

from third-party libraries, rather than developing a large request handler. These modules are called 

middlewares [99]. When it comes to scaling projects, Express is agnostic, although it does have a 
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useful feature called "sub applications" which allows routes to be split into numerous files. The 

code is more maintainable and understandable when monolithic request handlers are split down 

into smaller handlers [99]. Finally, Express provides an MVC-like structure [98]. 

 

5.1.8 HTML & CSS 

Tim Berners-Lee, and others designed HTML in 1989. It is a language for creating web page 

documents that stands for Hyper Text Markup Language. Unlike programming languages Html is 

a markup language, meaning it is a method for identifying and defining the various components 

of a document, such as paragraphs, lists, and headings as well as how they are processed and 

displayed. It is not a programming language. Tags and attributes are used in HTML to do this. 

Tags are used to indicate the beginning of an HTML element and are often enclosed in angle 

brackets. <h1> is an example of a tag. Attributes are used to include extra information and are 

represented by an opening tag with extra information inside. <img src="mydog.jpg" alt="A photo 

of my dog."> is an example of an attribute [100], [101]. While HTML is used to manage the con-

tent of a web page CSS describes how this content should look. CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is 

a stylesheet language for managing and changing the way an HTML or XML document looks and 

feels. CSS specifies how elements should appear on a screen. That implies CSS handles fonts, 

colors, line spacing, page layout, and so on [100], [102]. 

 

5.2 Software implementation 

The implementation of the platform's primary components and functionality is detailed in this sec-

tion. To explain how these features were implemented, code excerpts and graphs will be presented. 

 

5.2.1 Execute challenges implementation 

The execute challenges service is one of the most significant services in the app since it handles 

one of the app's fundamental functionalities, which is executing user-submitted code and grading 

it according to professor-set standards. The service comprises a backend application and a database 

that stores tests for each challenge, such as input output tests, expected design patterns, and ex-

pected structure. When the service receives code from a user, it formats it according to a grading 

template. This template varies depending on the challenge's language, but the process is the same 

regardless of the language. First, the user-submitted code is appended to a new text file, and further 
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templates are appended depending on the tests specified. The output-checking template runs the 

functions supplied by professors and verifies that the output satisfies their expectations. If affirm-

ative, the totalTestsPassed variable is incremented by one. A pseudocode example of this method 

may be found in figure 15 It's worth noting that test.input is a function call with the professor's 

arguments. If the needed function has been appropriately implemented, the value returned by this 

method when called with certain arguments should match the expected output. 

 

totalTestsPassed = 0 

for (test in testsList) 

 if (test.input === test.output)  

  totalTestsPassed = totalTestsPassed+1 

return totalTestsPassed 
 

Figure 15: Pseudocode of output testing 

 

This service also checks code structure and detects design patterns in addition to checking output. 

Because both structure checking and design pattern checking rely on the code structure, these two 

features are very similar in logic. When the professor requires either of these features, a function 

that detects code structure is appended to the head of the file containing the user's code. This func-

tion recognizes the code structure and returns it in a javascript-friendly format. Finally, as shown 

in figure 16 if the professor selects the code structure checking feature, the professor's code struc-

ture is compared to the output of the structure detecting function.  
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const checkStructure = (classes: classDiagram[], expectedClasses: classDiagram[]) 

=> { 

    let found = 0; 

    //for each expected class 

    expectedClasses.map(targetClass => { 

        //for each provided class 

        classes.map((currentClass,index)=>{ 

            //check if class names match 

            if(currentClass.className===targetClass.className){ 

                // if yes check if classes implement the same interfaces 

                if(compareArrays(currentClass.interfaces,targetClass.interfaces))

{ 

                    //if yes check if classes contain the same modifiers (e.g. 

public static) 

                    if(compareArrays(currentClass.modifiers,targetClass.modifiers

)){ 

                        // if yes check if classes extend the same class 

                        if(currentClass.superClass===targetClass.superClass){ 

                            // if yes check if provided class contains all the 

methods of the expected class 

                            if(targetClass.methods.every(el=>currentClass.methods

.some(method=>method.name===el.name && 

compareArrays(method.modifiers,el.modifiers) && method.returnType===el.returnType 

&& compareArrays(method.parameters,el.parameters)))){ 

                                // if yes check if provided class contains all 

the constructors of the expected class 

                                if(targetClass.constructors.every(el=>currentClas

s.constructors.some(constructor=> 

compareArrays(el.modifiers,constructor.modifiers)&& 

compareArrays(el.parameters,constructor.parameters)))){ 

                                    // if yes check if provided class contains 

all the fields of the expected class 

                                    if(targetClass.fields.every(el=>currentClass.

fields.some(field=>compareArrays(el.modifiers,field.modifiers)&&el.name===field.n

ame&&el.type===field.type))){ 

                                        found++; 

                                    } 

                                } 

                            } 

                        } 

                    } 

                } 

            } 

         

        })  

Figure 16: Class structure comparison function 
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The application assumes that the required structure is found if the user's code structure contains 

the required structure. The way design pattern detection works is fairly similar to this, with the 

exception that the developers specify the required structure for each design pattern. When a user 

submits code and the professor has specified a required design pattern for this exam, the structure 

of the code is compared to the structure defined by programmers for this design pattern. The design 

pattern is considered found if the structure matches. Following the completion of all of these tests, 

a final grade for the submitted code is determined. This grade takes into account how many output 

tests passed, whether the code structure fits the required structure if one was provided, and how 

many of the required design patterns were detected, if any. This grade is sent to the user, and if the 

user chooses to submit the assignment, the grade is sent via an event to the history service where 

the grade is stored. A flow diagram of all the above-mentioned service functionalities is shown in 

the figure below. 

 

Figure 17: execute challenge sequence 
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Optimizing the code execution 

Because code execution can take time, execution times were a major issue while building the ex-

ecute challenge service. Initially, each test was compiled separately, however when dealing with 

several tests, the grading process could take several minutes, resulting in a poor user experience 

and a high server load. As a result, a more efficient method was chosen. Instead of many compiles, 

the entire grading process is now handled by a single compilation. This has greatly accelerated the 

process. A comparison of service performance before and after optimization is shown in the figure 

below. 

 

 

Figure 18: Execute challenges performance before and after optimization 

 

In the figure above is presented the performance before and after optimization. In the vertical axis 

is the average response time in seconds. In the horizontal axis are the conditions of the tests. For 

example, 10 vus / 4 tests means there were 10 concurrent users each submitting an exam that 

contains 4 tests. Also, on top of each bar is shown the amount of requests that the server managed 

to respond to in a 35s period. From the above graph it is easy to grasp that the unoptimized ver-

sion’s performance was heavily affected by the number of tests. Meaning that if a test requires x 
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number of seconds to be completed 2 tests would require 2x seconds. However, when all the tests 

are done in a single compilation the amount of tests does not affect the compilation time that much. 

Finally, in the graph is also presented the number of requests the servers managed to respond to in 

an about 35 sec period. From the graph it is obvious that in the unoptimized version the servers 

struggled when dealing with the heavy load and the number of tests affected the amount of total 

fulfilled requests. However, this wasn’t the case for the optimized version who managed to fulfill 

almost the same amount of requests despite the number of tests. In one case not shown in the graph 

above when the system was tested with 10 users and 50 tests the unoptimized version didn’t re-

spond to a single request in the 35 sec period, meanwhile the optimized version handled 73 requests 

with an average 4.21 second response time. 

 

5.2.2 Challenge moderation implementation 

While implementing the challenges service the quality of the application content was a huge con-

cern. Students shouldn’t be exposed to inappropriate content and challenges have to have good 

content and valid tests. As a result, the creation of a moderation mechanism was deemed necessary. 

In order to implement the moderation of the challenges a new service had to be created. This 

service receives requests submitted by users from the challenges service and stores them until an 

admin approves or declines them. As shown in the figure below these requests only concern public 

challenges since they are the ones appearing in the front page. Requests can be for the creation of 

new challenges, the modification of existing challenges, or the deletion of existing challenges. 
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Figure 19: Challenge operation sequence diagram 

 

When users attempt to create, update, or delete a private challenge, the operations are processed 

instantaneously, as illustrated above. When users attempt the same operation on public challenges, 

however, their requests are sent to the moderate challenge service. Admins can approve or decline 

requests after they have been stored in the moderation service. As depicted in the diagram 18 

Admins receive pending requests from the moderate challenges service, and if they approve them, 

they are forwarded to the challenges service, or they are deleted if they are denied. 
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Figure 20: Challenge moderation sequence diagram 

 

Request versioning system 

The possibility of several requests for a single challenge was one of the issues encountered during 

the development of the moderation service. This was problematic since users may submit many 

edit requests for a single challenge, forcing administrators to go through multiple requests and 

approve only the best while rejecting the rest. It was also critical to allow users to override existing 

requests in the event that they made a mistake. As a result, a versioning system was implemented 

using stacks. All requests for each challenge are stored in stacks, and when a modification request 

is made, it is added to the stack for that challenge. When users attempt to modify a challenge, they 

are prompted to use the most recent pending request (at the top of the stack) as a template for the 

edit form. If users choose to, they will be able to make changes to the most recent request, if they 

do not, the current challenge will be utilized as a template. The new request is placed to the top of 

the stack when a modification has been made. A pending request can be canceled at any time, 

resulting in the stack's head being popped. It's worth noting that if a delete request is at the top of 

the stack, users are prompted to cancel it before submitting an edit request. Admins consider the 

most recent request while reviewing a pending request. If they approve the request, all requests in 
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the stack from this request and down are removed, which means that if a user makes another re-

quest while admins are reviewing one, it will not be lost. In figure 19 is displayed the process of 

approving an update request as implemented. 

if(request.kind==='update'){ 

        new UpdateChallengeApprovedPublisher(natsWrapper.client).publish({ 

            data: request.data!, 

            challengeId: request.challengeId! 

        }) 

        await PendingRequest.deleteMany({created_at: {$lte: request.created_at}, 

challengeId: request.challengeId},{ 

            useFindAndModify: false 

        }); 

        res.status(201).json({success: true, data: request.data}); 

    } 
 

 

Figure 21: Approving an update request 

 

If the request is declined, then the head of the stack is popped, and admins can review the previous 

pending request for this challenge which is now at the top of the stack. The figure below provides 

a visualization of the process in order to better understand how it works. 
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Figure 22: Pending requests stack 

 

5.2.3 Authentication implementation 

Authentication and authorization can be difficult on a microservices architecture especially when 

trying to keep all services independent of one another. One solution would be to create an authen-

tication service that handles all the authentication and authorization, however if all services depend 

on one service, then all services would stop functioning if that service fails. Authentication is 

commonly done through a JWT in monolithic apps. A JWT is an open standard that specifies a 

method for securely transferring data between two parties. The JWT token is a signed JSON object 

with a set of claims that the receiver can use to verify the sender's identity. When a server receives 

a request, the JWT is usually included in the header or as a cookie, which is then decoded using 

the secret key and the data stored inside is used to authenticate the user. This can be handled by 

the authentication service in a microservices design, but as previously said, if this service fails, the 

entire app would fail. As a result, a stateless approach was selected. In order to login or register in 

this app, users must use the authentication service. When users authenticate, they obtain their en-

crypted JWT key; now every time a user tries to communicate with a service instead of relying on 
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the auth service to decode their key, each service can utilize a method contained in the common 

module.  

const currentUser = (req: Request, res: Response, next: NextFunction)=>{ 

    if(!req.session?.jwt){ 

        return next(); 

    } 

    try{ 

        const payload = jwt.verify(req.session?.jwt, process.env.JWT_KEY!) as 

UserPayload; 

        req.currentUser = payload; 

    }catch(err){ 

        return next(new UnauthenticatedError()); 

    } 

    next(); 

} 
 

 

Figure 23: Get current user method as implemented inside Eurytus common module 

 

As shown in the figure above this method decodes the JWT and uses its content to authenticate the 

user. A key is necessary to encode and decode the JWT to keep this key safe in the event that a 

service is compromised, the key is kept as a secret inside the cluster. By storing the secret key in 

the cluster, all services can access it through the cluster's API. There is less chance of the Secret 

(and its data) being leaked because it is held apart from the services that use it. This protects the 

key and ensures that it is only used when necessary; it also makes it easier to update because it 

only needs to be changed once rather than several times for each service. This method decentralizes 

the authentication process and allows services to securely authenticate users without relying on 

each other. The only disadvantage of this strategy is that because the services do not communicate 

directly with the authentication service, if a user is blocked or banned, other services will be una-

ware because the user's JWT remains valid. This can be solved by using shorter token expiration 

durations and refresh tokens; as a result, tokens will expire and renew every few minutes, and 

banned users will be unable to reauthenticate; but, until their token expires, this solution will grant 

blocked users’ access. Another reliable option is to employ a block event; when a user is banned, 

all services are immediately alerted via an event, allowing users to be blocked immediately. 
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5.2.4 Event communication implementation 

An event system is used to communicate across microservices, as discussed previously. An event 

bus was used to implement this system. The publish-subscribe pattern is used by the event bus. It 

allows consumers to subscribe to specific channels containing messages of certain types and allows 

producers to publish messages to specific channels. When a producer sends out a message of a 

given type, it is stored in the event bus and delivered to any services that have subscribed to that 

message type. When a subscriber receives an event, it sends an "ack" message to the event bus, 

indicating that the event has been received. If the event bus does not receive an "ack" message, the 

message will be published until it does, ensuring that no event is lost. Even if a service fails then 

the event bus will store and deliver any missed events whenever the service is restored. The event 

bus used in this app also distributes events among copies of the same service, thus if there are two 

copies of the challenge service, events will be delivered in a round robin fashion. 

 

Concurrency control  

One of the issues encountered during the event bus's deployment was that events had to be handled 

in a specified order. When trying to update information on an entry that is held in different data-

bases across multiple services, it becomes clear why this is a huge problem. For example, in this 

application, the challenges service stores information about a challenge, whereas the execute chal-

lenges service stores information about the tests that are part of that challenge. When a challenge 

in the challenges service is updated, an update event is sent to the execute challenges service, 

causing the challenge to be updated as well. If the challenge is updated numerous times quickly, 

the events may not be received in order for a variety of reasons, resulting in a different version of 

the challenge in these services. As a result, a concurrency control mechanism had to be put in 

place. The selected mechanism is very simple, every entry has a version number that rises each 

time it is updated. When an event is published, the version is also included.  
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export class UpdateChallengeListener extends Listener<UpdateChallengeEventData>{ 

    subject: Subjects.UpdateChallenge = Subjects.UpdateChallenge; 

    QueueGroup = 'executechallenge-service' 

    async onMessage(data: UpdateChallengeEventData["data"], msg: Message){ 

        try{ 

            let challenge = await Challenge.findOneAndUpdate({_id: data.id, 

version: data.version-1}, data,{ 

                new: true, 

                runValidators: true, 

                useFindAndModify: false 

            }) 

            await challenge?.save(); 

            msg.ack(); 

        }catch(err){ 

            console.log(err) 

        } 

    } 

} 
 

 

Figure 24: Version checking when receiving an update challenge event 

As shown in figure 22 when an update event is received, the version of its contents is compared to 

the version of the database entry with the same id; if the database entry's version number is one 

version lower than the event's contents, the entry is updated, its version is increased, and the event 

is "acked." If the versions do not match, the event will not be acknowledged, and the event bus 

will continue to publish the event until the service has received all the missed update events in the 

proper order. 
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6 Results / demo 

 

The final result of the application, as designed and developed, will be presented in this chapter. 

Starting with the authentication page, the presentation will follow the flow of pages that users will 

see when using the app. Each section discusses a certain page and the elements that a user must be 

familiar with in order to fully utilize the system's capabilities. In the Eurytus application, there are 

two types of users: students and teachers, as well as administrators who manage the application. 

Each role has access to different features and pages, which are detailed in the subsections below. 

 

6.1 Auth page demo 

The authentication page is used by all unauthenticated users in order to access the main features 

of the app. Existing users can login using their credentials and new users can create a new account. 

Users who successfully authenticate get redirected to the challenges page. 

 

 

Figure 25: Authentication page demo 
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6.2 Challenges page demo 

The challenges page is the home page for authenticated users. In this page users can browse all the 

public challenges and join the ones they might be interested in. Users can also filter the challenges 

based on difficulty and language to find challenges that better fit their needs. 

 

 

Figure 26: Challenges page demo 

 

6.3 Solve challenge page demo 

When users join a challenge, they get redirected to the solve challenge page. Users can join chal-

lenges from the challenges page as shown above, by using a URL provided by a professor or from 

the join challenge page. On the left of the solve challenge page users are given a description of the 

problem as provided by the professor when creating the challenge. On the right of the page there 

is an IDE where users can write their solutions. Under the IDE users can run their solution to check 

their progress or submit their code when they feel ready. 
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Figure 27: Solve challenge page demo 

 

6.4 Create challenge page demo 

The create challenge page is a page where users can create new public or private challenges. As 

shown in the figure below in order to create a new challenge professors have to fill a form with 

the challenge details like name description etc. If the challenge is private then the start and expi-

ration date for the exam can also be specified. For java challenges professors can also select re-

quired design patterns using this form. 
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Figure 28: Challenge description demo 

 

In this page professors can also specify the tests that will determine the students grade. As shown 

in the figure below professors are provided with 3 tabs. In the first tab professors can provide a 

starting template for their students so they can better guide them through the exam. The second 

tab is only available if the selected language is java, in this tab professors can specify a required 

structure for the solution using an interactive drag and drop tool developed specifically for this 

application. In the final tab professors have to specify the input and output tests that will run in 

order to grade the exam. 
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a) Challenge template demo 

 

b) Challenge required structure builder demo  
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c) Challenge input output test creator demo 

Figure 29: Challenge test creation demo 

6.5 User profile page demo 

The user profile page provides users with information about their profile and their activity. For 

students this page displays grades from previously completed challenges. For teachers this page 

displays all the exams created by the user and can also be used to manage the exams. Teachers can 

also manage their pending requests from this page. 
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Figure 30: User profile page demo 

 

6.6 Challenge statistics page 

The challenge statistics page for a specific challenge is accessible only by the admins and the 

creator of the challenge. This page provides some info about the challenge details but also displays 

some statistics about the challenge. As shown in the figure below users can get a general idea of 

how participants performed but also check each user individually and download submitted solu-

tions.  
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Figure 31: Challenge statistics page 

 

6.7 Admin page demo 

The admin page is only accessible by admins and can be used to view statistics about the applica-

tion but also to manage challenges and pending requests submitted by users. Admins can view 

statistics for all the challenges in the app but also edit and delete them if needed. From this page 

admins can also examine all the pending requests submitted by users and approve or decline them. 
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Figure 32: Admin page demo 

 

As shown in the figure below, when admins review a pending request regarding a public challenge 

they are provided with the form exactly as filed by the users. During the creation of the request 

users are asked to provide a short text explaining why they think admins should approve their 

request. After reviewing the details of the challenge as well as the justification for the request, 

admins can either approve or decline the request. 

 

 

Figure 33: Review pending request demo 
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7 Conclusion & future work 

 

The robust evolution of technology has impacted greatly the field of education resulting in the 

development of modern systems aiming to assist or even manage the whole education process. 

Examples of E-learning systems include asynchronous courses, synchronous online classrooms 

and many more. 

The advancements in E-learning and the introduction of new pedagogical methods such as 

MOOCs, online learning platforms, and many others have considerably helped information tech-

nology education. Online coding learning platforms are a popular and low-cost choice for IT train-

ing. Such platforms offer a diverse set of challenges, with a particular emphasis on the algorithms 

and data structures that must be utilized while constructing a solution (program) to a problem 

presented by the student and must be graded to assess programming knowledge. 

The goal of this thesis was to create an asynchronous code grading platform that would enable 

professors to teach code more efficiently while simultaneously assisting students in learning more 

effectively. 

Eurytus, the proposed system, not only handles the assignment and grading of coding exercises, 

but also allows community members to create public programming challenges that anyone may 

participate in. It can be used by professors who need help grading examinations and assignments, 

as well as people who want to practice and improve their programming skills. The system was 

built with cutting-edge open-source technologies and a microservices architecture, making it 

highly scalable, maintainable, and performant. 

The system can receive a lot of future work because of its modularity and scalability. Even though 

much has been done to enhance performance, there may still be room for improvement. Further-

more, the addition of other programming languages can significantly improve the system. Finally, 

providing more public tests and the ability to detect more design patterns for the languages that 

are already supported will be a simple and quick but very rewarding upgrade. 
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